Effects of cluster location and cluster distribution on performance on the traveling salesman problem.
Research on human performance in solving traveling salesman problems typically uses point sets as stimuli, and most models have proposed a processing stage at which stimulus dots are clustered. However, few empirical studies have investigated the effects of clustering on performance. In one recent study, researchers compared the effects of clustered, random, and regular stimuli, and concluded that clustering facilitates performance (Dry, Preiss, & Wagemans, 2012). Another study suggested that these results may have been influenced by the location rather than the degree of clustering (MacGregor, 2013). Two experiments are reported that mark an attempt to disentangle these factors. The first experiment tested several combinations of degree of clustering and cluster location, and revealed mixed evidence that clustering influences performance. In a second experiment, both factors were varied independently, showing that they interact. The results are discussed in terms of the importance of clustering effects, in particular, and perceptual factors, in general, during performance of the traveling salesman problem.